
Tonto National Forest 

Forest Plan Revision 

Fall 2017 Preliminary Proposed Plan Meetings: 

Summary of Public Input 

Overview 

In November 2017, the Tonto National Forest (TNF) hosted public meetings across the forest on the Preliminary 

Proposed Plan (PPP). The PPP is an initial version of a planning document that contains initial proposed elements 

of the new Forest Plan. It incorporates information gathered over three years of input from TNF staff and 

partners on forest management issues. 

The November 2017 meetings provided information to 

community members about the PPP, and gathered input on 

topics that may be included in the new Forest Plan. The 

meetings were held in eight locations: 

• Cave Creek - Desert Foothills Library

• Globe - Bullion Plaza Cultural Center and Museum

• Mesa - Franklin Junior High School

• Payson - Payson High School

• Phoenix - 24th Street Conference Center

• Roosevelt/Tonto Basin - Tonto Basin Ranger District

Visitor Center

• Superior - Superior Junior/Senior High School

• Young/Pleasant Valley - Pleasant Valley Community Center

At the meetings, participants gave valuable input on Forest Plan Revision topics, such as camping near water, 

important resources on the Forest, and special areas. They also communicated their perspectives on issues 

important to individuals, groups, and communities. This document is a summary of the input that was 

contributed across all of the November 2017 public meetings. 

Meeting Format 
Meetings were hosted as informal, open-house discussions focusing on different topics in the PPP. Topical 

stations included posters, maps, and other informational materials about their respective topics, and TNF staff 

were available for one-on-one conversations. The station topics were as follows: 

• Forest Planning and the Preliminary Proposed Plan

• Wilderness Recommendation Process

• Wild & Scenic Rivers Eligibility Study

• Recreation Management
• Ecosystem Management
• Mining and Minerals

• Cultural Resources

• Rangeland Management

• Special Area Designations

• Field Trips and District-Specific Issues

Participants and TNF staff discuss PPP issues at 

different stations at the Mesa meeting. 
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At some stations, participants provided input on topics 

related to the Forest Plan Revision. Those topics included: 

• Camping near water

• Resources in need of the most attention or

management from the TNF

• Potential Special Management Area designations

• Ideas on field trips for TNF partners

Did You Know? 

Over 160 people attended the November 2017 

public meetings. Most participants heard 

about the meetings through the TNF 

Newsletter. 

To stay up to date on the Forest Plan Revision 

process, email tontoplan@fs.fed.us and ask to 

join the newsletter list! 
Issues Discussed by Meeting Participants 

A main purpose of the November 2017 meetings was for community members and TNF staff to have one-on-one 

conversations about Forest Plan Revision issues. Some of the topics discussed between participants and TNF 

staff occurred in multiple communities across the forest. Below are some issues that were commonly discussed 

at the November 2017 meetings. 

Access to Quality Recreation Experiences 

A major concern across the Forest was access to safe and enjoyable recreation opportunities. Many areas on the 

TNF are used by combinations of hikers, mountain bikers, equestrians, recreational shooters, off-highway 

drivers, pilots, and others. Some recreationalists do not feel safe near other types of recreation (for example, 

hiking near recreational shooting areas, riding horses on trails used by mountain bikers, or participating in quiet 

activities near off-highway driving roads). Because a potential solution is excluding some uses for the safety of 

other uses, people were concerned that they will lose access to their favorite areas. Multiple meeting 

participants communicated that they do not want to lose access in the interest of other types of recreation, and 

would like to be involved in the planning of recreation areas, as well as in educating fellow recreationalists about 

safety and etiquette. 

Another aspect of quality recreation experiences is the Interesting Thought 

condition of recreation areas. Although partner groups work 
One topic raised about multi-use recreation to provide excellent trail maintenance, clean-ups, and user 
was the TN F's policies related to drones. education, participants voiced concerns about trigger trash 

at recreational shooting areas, degraded trails, and lack of Participants suggested that the TNF think 

directional and interpretive signage on trails and at forward into the future to create direction in 

historical and cultural sites. Participants mentioned that the new Forest Plan that expands beyond the 

having better conditions and interpretive materials at TNF Federal Aviation Administration regulations. 

recreation sites would encourage more responsible use, An additional suggestion was that the TNF 
increase Forest visitation, and, in turn, tourists' utilize drones in recreation areas for 
expenditures in communities surrounding the TNF. monitoring compliance to Forest rules. 

Ecosystem Health 

Ecosystem health was another relevant issue to community members across the TNF. Many participants learned 

about invasive species, and why invasive grasses can lead to fires that endanger the health of desert ecosystems. 

They suggested using herbicides and controlled burns to eradicate damaging vegetation. Other participants 

were interested in the Species of Conservation Concern list, how it was formed, and the actions that could be 

taken by the TNF to conserve those species. 
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Some people voiced concerns about the negative impacts of Interesting Thought 
forest uses on ecosystem health (specifically recreation, 

One participant mentioned the impact of grazing, and mining impacts on riparian areas). They 
wolves on ecosystem balance. The emphasized the importance of restoring areas that have 
participant encouraged the TNF to been degraded and encouraging activities that result in the 
monitor the changes occurring in places least possible impact. 
where wolves are present. 

Managing Salt River Horses 

Some meeting participants shared their perspectives on the Salt River horses. Members of multiple communities 

around the Forest were concerned about balancing the societal value of horses, their impacts on vegetation, and 

the needs of other animals. They would like to be kept up-to-date on the State's decision, information regarding 

wild horse management, and in planning and decision making on Salt River horse issues. 

Grazing and Rangeland Management 

One topic raised by multiple participants was using grazing as a tool for 
Interesting Thought 

improving ecosystem health. Participants suggested using cattle, sheep, 

or goats to remove unwanted vegetation and improve soil conditions. A few grazing permittees thought 
Some participants noted that cattle should not graze in riparian areas that community members should 
because of negative impacts on the soils, vegetation, and water quality. 

be more aware of the cultural and 

economic benefits of grazing. They 
Another grazing issue related to the decision-making regarding grazing 

suggested posting signs near 
permits. Some people asked whether the TNF was planning to revoke 

grazing areas about the cultural existing grazing permits in desert ecosystems. The TNF is not planning 
and economic contributions of on canceling permits, but as part of rangeland management they do 
grazing, and how Forest visitors make decisions whether or not to issue another permit after one 
can help manage livestock properly expires. Some participants communicated a desire to be involved in 

by opening or closing gates the evaluating whether grazing would be a good use of the land upon the 

way they found them. expiration of permits. 

Mitigating the Impacts of Mining 

Another popular issue across the Forest was the management of the impacts of mining. People in multiple 

communities were concerned about mining impacts at Oak Flat and other areas with high ecological and cultural 

values. One participant suggested designating special planning areas around mines before they are constructed, 

and to have focused, collaborative discussions on mitigating their impacts and maximizing their benefits to local 

economies well before construction begins. 

Input on Forest Plan Revision Topics 

Cam�ing Near Water 

One issue relevant to both recreation and natural resources is camping near water sources. Meeting participants 

were asked how far they thought campsites should be located from water on the Tonto National Forest. 

Participants selected one of six options for campsite distance from water: 50 feet, 100 feet, 200 feet, 400 feet, 

No Restriction, and Other. 
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Of the 64 participants who provided input, the largest group (41 percent) preferred campsites to be located 400 

feet from water. Thirty percent preferred a 100-foot distance between campsites and water, and 17 percent 

preferred 200 feet. Only three people preferred a SO-foot distance. Five participants wanted no restrictions on 

camping near water sources. 

There were also four participants who shared that camping near water is not appropriate at all. Those 

participants cited water pollution, danger to people, and disturbance of wildlife as reasons not to have any 

campsites near water. 

Below is the information gathered across the meetings on preferred restrictions on the distance between 

campgrounds and water: 

Distance preferred between 

campgrounds and water 

Number of votes 

(across all 

meetings) 

50' 3 

100' 19 

200' 11 

400' 26 

No Restriction 5 

Other 1 (1000') 

• 
• 

•
• 
• • 

so' 100· ioo· ¼DO' 
No 

Restr1ch�11 

Votes from Mesa participants. 

Additionally, the TNF asked participants where camping near water would or would not be appropriate. 

Responses across communities for where camping near water would be appropriate included: 

• On shorelines

• Near Salt River and Verde River reservoirs

• Campers with dogs - anywhere at least 500 feet from

water is okay

Responses describing where camping near water would not 

be appropriate included: 

• Where riparian habitat provides nesting and wildlife

habitats
• In habitat for native fish and threatened and

endangered species
• Natural waters, riparian areas, streams, and rivers

• Where water is flowing

• Near other "features"

• In floodplains

Additional Suggestions - Camping Near Water 

• One participant suggested a minimum

distance of 1000 feet.

• Someone else stated that dispersed, non

motorized camping (for backpacking) was

appropriate at least 200 feet from water.

• Another participant suggested to camp

several hundred feet away where water is

scarce (such as at storm tanks located in

the desert), but that camping should be

encouraged right on the water where the

water is plentiful (such as on river banks

and lakes).
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Resources in Need of Attention or Management by the TNF 

An important part of Forest Planning is which resource areas to focus management actions on. At the November 

2017 meetings, participants were asked for their opinions on which natural resources are important for the TNF 

to focus on. Participants were asked, "Which of these Natural Resources need the most attention or 

management from the TNF?" Participants selected as many resources as they considered appropriate from a list 

of seven resource areas. The table below shows the number of people across all of the meetings that selected 

each of the resource as priority areas. 

Resource Area Number of Votes 

Wildland Fire and Fuels 22 

Water and Riparian Resources 21 

Wildlife 14 

Forested Ecosystems 12 

Invasive Species 11 

Desert Ecosystems 9 

Air Quality 2 

At least two participants indicated that each of the seven resources listed require attention or management 

from the TNF. The most highly prioritized resources were Wild land Fire and Fuels (22 votes) and Water and 

Riparian Resources (21 votes). The next highly prioritized resource areas were Wildlife (14 votes), Forested 

Ecosystems (12 votes), and Invasive Species (11 votes). Nine participants prioritized Desert Ecosystems, and two 

prioritized air quality. In addition, one participant suggested that Cultural Resources should receive more 

attention and management by the TNF. 
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Suggestions for Si:>ecial Areas and Management Areas 

Another important topic in Forest Plan Revision is deciding how to manage areas that are special to Forest 

visitors. The new Forest Plan may propose managing certain areas for their special natural or cultural resources. 

Attendees at the November 2017 meetings were asked whether there were areas on the TNF that they thought 

could be managed for a special purpose. The TNF will consider these ideas while developing the Draft Forest 

Plan. 

At the meetings, participants described the locations they thought were special on the TNF, and described the 

resources or values that are present in those areas. They also indicated the locations of those areas on a TNF 

map. 

Across TNF communities, participants were concerned with preserving natural resources, protecting cultural 

resources, and maintaining access to recreation areas. Specific values for the special areas mentioned included 

botanical resources, cultural resources, economic resources, fish and wildlife, mining, natural resource 

conservation, public access, recreation, scenery, and Wild and Scenic Rivers. 

The input submitted is written in the table below. The table contains the participant's description of the area, 

the topic of his or her suggestion, and a summary of the reasons he or she gave for the area' special value. 

Special Areas on the Tonto National Forest (suggested by PPP public meeting participants) 

Name or description 

of area 

Suggested 

Management 

Topic(s) 

Summary of Reasons for Suggestion 

Cave Creek Riparian 
Corridor, plus as much of 

the watershed as 
possible 

Natural and Cultural 
Resource Conservation 

Botanical species, geological formations, biodiversity, Native 
American sites, modern ranch sites, airplane crash site, and 
opportunities for hiking, birding, and photography. 

Forest Road 1058; Sierra 
Ancha Wilderness 

Cultural Resources Protection of cultural resources. 

Recreation areas South 
& North of Superior 

Economic Resources, 
Access 

Plan for future recreation to maintain access for all uses, and to 

maximize benefits to local economy. 

Haigler Creek and Upper 
Christopher Creek 

Fish and Wildlife Gila Trout recovery stream; limit negative impacts. 

Globe-Miami Area Mining Designate a management area to coordinate the use of 
reclamation objectives and implementation. 

Silver King and Peach 
Mines 

Mining, history Mining history and current cultural value. 
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Name or description 

of area 

Suggested 

Management 

Topic(s) 

Summary of Reasons for Suggestion 

Pinal Mountains and 

Madrea Peak 

Recreation, wildlife, 

water, wildlife, soils, 

cultural resources) 

Chaparral fields, young ponderosa pine, recreation near Globe 

including national recreation trail, fragile soil. 

Areas containing 

fossilized materials and 

petrified wood 

Natural Resource 

conservation 

Protect from impacts of motorized vehicles. 

Horseshoe Bend Public access Remove the locked gate and allow public access to the river 

Lower Salt River Recreation Urban river used by diverse communities.There is a need for 

more, larger recreational shooting areas close to Phoenix/Valley. 

Currently much of this region is closed to dispersed shooting. 

Red Creek Airstrip 

located at the 

confluence of Verde 

River and Red Creek 

Recreation Remote airstrip that provides starting point for hiking, 

picnicking, and other recreation. 

West of Payson Recreation Summer area of off-highway vehicle use. 

Top of the World Recreation Trails and camping. 

Workman Creek Area Recreation and Access Hiking, with no motorized vehicles, and access to private land 

through Rose Creek. 

Canyon Creek, Haigler 

Creek 

Recreation, Scenery, 

Wildlife, History 

Streams with history of recreational fishing investment. 

Hackberry Mesa/Spring Scenery Scenic area - needs protection. 

The area in between 1st 

and 3rd crossing, 

including cold springs, 

Waterwheel, and the 

riparian area along it 

Scenery Scenic area, with resources that may be in extreme danger. 

Lower Verde - Riverside 

to Boxbar along river 

Wild and Scenic River or 

Recreation 

Riparian area used for boating, hiking, and camping. Needs 

protection. 

Doll Baby Ranch Area Wilderness, Access Wilderness access area. 
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Ideas for Partner Field Tri�s 

The TNF, alongside partners, will host field trips in 2018. On the field trips, participants will learn about different 

aspects of forest management. At the November 2017 public meetings, attendees were asked for their ideas on 

places and topics for field trips. The following is a list of attendees' field trip ideas: 

Topic Location(s) Suggested 

Tours of cultural/historic sites Native American Ruins, Sheep Crossing bridge, Skull/Skeleton Lake, or mine 

sites 

Planning for future campsites Top of the World 

Stream restoration Canyon Creek, Lower Haigler Creek 

Tour of rare plants Lime Creek 

Roads Management and Forest Road 203, east of the Sierra Ancha Wilderness; Cherry Creek Road 

Wilderness from Highway 288 

Managing recreational conflicts High-conflict recreational areas 

Mushroom foray Sierra Anchas, Aztec Peak, or other accessible location for foraging 

mushrooms 

Impacts of natural disturbances Sites that have been disturbed by wildfires, insect infestations, etc. 

Grassland restoration Bar X Allotment 

Fuels treatment projects Fuels treatment sites 

Value of Natural Resources Pinal Peak or other areas of high community benefit 

The TNF also asked for any participant interested in planning or attending field trips to provide their name and 

email address. The TNF has compiled the field trip ideas, and has emailed the interested participants to gauge 

their interest on the potential field trips. Based on the participants' interest, the TNF and partners will convene 

planning groups for the field trips. 
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Next Stei:>s for Forest Plan Revision 

The input from meeting participants at the November 2017 public meetings will be valuable for writing the 

revised Forest Plan, and also building relationships with Forest partners to help implement the concepts written 

in the new Forest Plan. 

Participants' perspectives on camping near water, resources in need of more attention or management, Special 

Area designations, and many others will be considered as TNF staff write the Draft Forest Plan. The TNF Planning 

Team has compiled the ideas on field trips, and forest partners have been invited to review the ideas and 

collaborate to plan and attend the field trips tentatively scheduled for Spring 2018. Partners and the TNF will 

collaboratively plan the field trips, which will be held in Spring 2018. 

Did You Know? 

The TNF also convened at Technical 

Partner Workshop in November 2017. At 

this workshop, participants worked side

by-side with TNF staff and other forest 

partners on the content of the PPP. Like 

the comments made at the public 

meetings, the comments made at the 

Technical Partner Workshop will be 

incorporated into the next step of the 

Forest Plan Revision process. 

The TNF will also include the meeting participants in future 

communications on Forest Plan Revision, and invite them to 

engage in future Plan Revision activities, as well as other related 

efforts on the Forest. Partners are encouraged to contact the 

TNF about additional individuals and groups who are interested 

in contributing their input to the new Forest Plan. 

The timeline for the Plan Revision process can be found on the 

Plan Revision Website (www.tontoplan.org). For more 

information on the Preliminary Proposed Plan, Wilderness 

Recommendation Process. and other pieces of the Plan Revision 

process, visit the Tonto National Forest Plan Revision website. To 

stay up to date on future events, meetings, and comment 

periods, email tontoplan@fs.fed.us and request to be added to 

the TNF mailing list. 
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